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Abstract—The area query, to find all elements contained in a
specified area from a certain set of spatial objects, is a very
important spatial query widely required in various fields. A
number of approaches have been proposed to implement this
query, the best known of which is to obtain a rough candidate
set through spatial indexes and then refine the candidates through
geometric validations to get the final result. When the shape of
the query area is a rectangle, this method has very high efficiency.
However, when the query area is irregular, the candidate set is
usually much larger than the final result set, which means a
lot of redundant detection needs to be done, thus the efficiency
is greatly limited. In view of this issue, we propose a method of
iteratively generating candidates based on Voronoi diagrams and
apply it to area queries. The experimental results indicate that
with our approach, the number of candidates in the process of
area query is greatly reduced and the efficiency of the query is
significantly improved.
Index Terms—area query, spatial query, GIS, Voronoi diagram
I. INTRODUCTION
Spatial query [1]–[5], to retrieve the corresponding spatial
object set from the spatial database according to the given
spatial constraints, is one of the most commonly used func-
tions in geographic information system (GIS). As the basis
of spatial analysis, it is widely used in various fields, such
as aerospace, military, physics, urban planning, transportation
planning, logistics management, etc. For GIS with large-scale
data, the efficiency of its spatial query directly affects the
performance of the entire application. The area query is a
typical and very important type of spatial queries that requires
to find all spatial objects in a given closed spatial area from
the database.
Like other spatial queries, the area query is not only
computationally intensive, but also IO intensive. Therefore,
an effective way to improve the efficiency of spatial queries is
to reduce the IO complexity and computational complexity
in the query process. For this purpose, a great number of
approaches have been proposed, the best known of which is
to obtain a rough candidate set through spatial indexes and
then refine the candidate set through geometric verification
modules to get the final result. As shown in Figure 1 (a), the
process of this traditional implementation of the area query
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consists of two steps, i.e., filtering and refining. The first step
in this process does not require loading the full geometry
information or performing expensive geometry calculations,
just efficient index retrieval. However, the vast majority of
objects that do not meet the query criteria can be filtered
out. The second step only requires further refinement of the
results from the previous step. It is usually more time con-
suming than the first step because of its geometric information
loading and complex geometric calculations. For a long time,
a large number of researchers have been trying to design
better indexing structures to improve the retrieval efficiency
of the filtering process or propose a more efficient geometric
verification algorithm to reduce the time cost in the process
of refinement. Many spatial indexes and their improvements
have been proposed, among which the most classical ones
are R-tree [6]–[12], quadtree [13]–[15], KD-tree [16]–[19],
etc. Many companies and open source organizations such as
OGC [20], ESRI [21] and GeoStar [22] have launched their
spatial data engines, which can usually provide very efficient
spatial geometry computation. For the traditional area query
approach, mentioned above, the spatial index must support
window query (also known as range query), and the candidate
set generated by the filtering process is obtained by window
query on the spatial index through the minimum bounding
rectangle (MBR) of the query area. So the candidate set
contains all the objects in the MBR of the query area. If the
shape of the query area is very similar to a rectangle, the area
of the query area will be very close to that of its MBR, the
result set will also be very close to the candidate set in size.
However, if the shape of the query area is irregular, the area of
the query area is often much smaller than that of its MBR. For
example, the area of a triangle must not be greater than half
of the area of its MBR. In this case, the size of the candidate
set in the query process will be much larger than the size of
the result set. In practice, the shape of the query area given by
users is often an irregular polygon, more often even a concave
polygon. As a result, the candidate set obtained by a window
query is usually much larger compared with the final result
set.
If the candidates can be reduced, the time cost of the
refining process will be reduced, so that the efficiency of
the entire area query will be improved. Obviously, for an
area query, there are many adjacency relationships among all
objects of the result set. In other words, if an object is in a
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(a) Traditional method (b) Our method
Fig. 1: The processes of traditional approach and our approach for the area query
given area, its adjacent objects are likely to be in the same
area. As a kind of spatial partition, the Voronoi diagram can
clearly show the adjacency relationships among spatial objects.
Based on this idea, We propose a novel area query implement
approach as shown in Fig. 1 (b), in which the candidate set is
not directly obtained through a window query, but generated
by an incremental algorithm based on Voronoi diagrams. The
candidate set generated by this incremental algorithm only
contains all points in the query area and a small number
of points that are not in the query area but close to the
boundary of the query area. It is generally much smaller than
the candidate set obtained by window queries, as shown in
Fig. 2. Hence, the proposed area query method based on the
Voronoi diagram performs more efficiently than the traditional
one.
(a) Traditional method (b) Our method
Fig. 2: The points in the result set and candidate set of the area query,
where the query area is enclosed by black lines, black points belong
to the result set and green points belong to the candidate set.
II. BACKGROUND
The background on the Voronoi diagram and Delaunay tri-
angulation is introduced in order to have a better understanding
of the mechanism of our approach. A Voronoi diagram and a
Delaunay triangulation is illustrated as Fig. 3.
Fig. 3: a) Voronoi diagram, b) Delaunay triangulation
A. Voronoi diagram and its properties
The Voronoi diagram [23]–[25], proposed by Rene
Descartes in 1644, is a spatial partition structure widely ap-
plied in many science domains, most notably spatial database
and computational geometry. In a Voronoi diagram of n points,
the space is divided into n regions corresponding to these
points, which are called Voronoi cells. For each point of
these n points, the corresponding Voronoi cell consists of
all locations closer to that point than to any other. In other
words, each point is the closest point to all the locations in
its corresponding Voronoi cell. Formally, the above description
can be stated as follows. Given a set P of n points, the Voronoi
cell of a point p ∈ P , written as V (P, p), is defined as (1),
where ‖ p− q ‖ represents the Euclidean distance between p
and q.
V (P, p) = {q | ∀p′ ∈ P, p′ 6= p, ‖ p− q ‖≤‖ p′ − q ‖} (1)
The Voronoi diagram of P , written as V D(P ), is defined as
(2).
V D(P ) = {V (P, p) | p ∈ P} (2)
The Voronoi neighbors of a point p ∈ P is written as
V N(P, p). The Voronoi diagram has the following properties:
Property 1: The Voronoi diagram of a certain set P of points,
V D(P ), is unique.
Property 2: Given the Voronoi diagram of P , the nearest
point of P to a point q ∈ P is among the Voronoi neighbors
of q. That is, the closest point to q is one of generator points
whose Voronoi cells share a Voronoi edge with V (P, q).
Property 3: Given the Voronoi diagram of P and a test point
q /∈ P , a point p′ is the nearest point of P to p, if and only
if q ∈ V (P, p′).
B. Delaunay triangulation and its properties
Delaunay triangulation [26] is a very famous triangulation
proposed by Boris Delaunay in 1934. For a set P of discrete
points in a plane, the Delaunay triangulation DT (P ) is such
a triangulation that no point in P is inside the circumcircle
of any triangle of DT (P ). The Delaunay triangulation has
the following properties:
Property 4: The Delaunay triangulation of a set of points is
dual to its Voronoi diagram.
Property 5: A graph of Delaunay triangulation must be a
connected graph, that is, any two vertices in the graph are
connected.
Property 6: For a set of points, its nearest neighbor graph is
a subgraph of its Delaunay triangulation graph.
III. METHODOLOGIES
In this section, the implementation and mechanism of our
proposed Voronoi diagram based area query are described in
detail.
Given a query area A and a set P of points, the points in
P can be divided into three classes:
• Internal points: the points in P contained in A.
• Boundary points: the points in P not contained in A
and not adjacent to the boundary of A.
• External points: the points in P not contained in A but
adjacent to the boundary of A.
From the properties of Voronoi diagram and Delaunay
graph, the following properties about the three types of points
are obtained.
Property 7: For any internal point of A, each of its Voronoi
neighbors must be an internal or boundary point of A.
Property 8: For any external point of A, each of its Voronoi
neighbors must be an external or boundary point of A.
Property 9: For any boundary point p of A, there must exist at
least one such point q, that the line between p and q intersects
A.
According to the above three properties, we can further
conclude that any internal point cannot be adjacent to an
Algorithm 1 Voronoi Diagram Based Area Query
Input: The point set P and the query area A
Output: The set Presult of all the points in A of P
1: Pcandiate := an empty queue;
2: Presult := an empty queue;
3: pA := an arbitrary position in A;
4: pseed := NN(P , pA);
5: Append(Pcandiate, pseed)
6: Pvisited := {pseed}
7: while Size(PcandiatePcandiate) > 0 do
8: p :=Pop(Pcandiate);
9: if Contains(A, p) then
10: Append(Presult, p)
11: for all pn ∈ VN(P , p) do
12: if pn /∈ Pvisited then
13: Append(Pcandiate, pn)
14: Pvisited := Pvisited ∪ {pn};
15: end if
16: end for
17: else
18: for all pn ∈ VN(p) do
19: if pn /∈ Pvisited then
20: linep,pn := Line(p, pn);
21: if Intersects(linep,pn , A) then
22: Append(Pcandiate, pn)
23: Pvisited := Pvisited ∪ {pn};
24: end if
25: end if
26: end for
27: end if
28: end while
29: return Presult.
external point. In the Delaunay graph of P , there must be at
least one connection path between any two inner or boundary
points that only goes through the inner or boundary points.
Therefore, with the Voroni diagram or the Delaunay graph of
P , we can start at any internal or boundary point of A and
access all the internal and boundary points of A one by one,
without passing through any external points of A. In general,
the total number of internal and boundary points of A is much
smaller than the number of points contained in the MBR of
A. If all the internal and boundary points of the query area are
used as the candidate set, a large number of IOs and geometric
calculations can be reduced. Based on this idea, we propose a
Voronoi Diagram Based Area Query algorithm whose pseudo-
code is shown in Algorithm 1.
First, find the nearest neighbor (NN) of an arbitrary position
in the query area from the database through the spatial index,
and put it into the candidate set as a seed point. With the
properties of the Voronoi diagram, we can know that this seed
point must be an internal point or a boundary point of the
query area. Then take a point from the candidate set. If the
point is an internal point of the query area, place it in the
result set and all its Voronoi neighbors in the candidate set;
otherwise, place the points of its Voronoi neighbors that are
the boundary points of the query area in the candidate set.
Repeat this step until the candidate set is empty. Finally, the
result set is returned.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In order to investigate the effectiveness of our method, we
conduct a number of experiments with the traditional area
query method based on R-tree as a comparison method. All
the programs in the experiment are implemented by Python
and run on a personal computer with the Python version of
2.7, the CPU as Intel Core i5-4308U 2.80GHz and the RAM
as DDR3 8G. For fairness, the index used to provide the NN
query in our method is also R-tree. To decrease the error of
the experiments, we repeat each experiment for 1000 times
and calculate the average of the results. The query area for
each time of the experiment is a randomly generated polygon
of ten points.
Our experiments are designed into two sets. The first set of
experiments is used to evaluate the effect of data size on the
performance of the area query algorithm. The data size, the
number of points contained in the database, is from 1E5 to
1E6. The query size, i.e., the area of the query area’s MBR
divided by the total area of the solution space, is fixed at 1%.
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the time cost and the validation times
of redundant candidate at various data sizes, respectively. As
the data size changes from 1E5 to 1E6, the time cost and the
number of candidates saved by our method compared to the
traditional one varies respectively from 10.6% to 31.3% and
from 35.1% to 42.9%. The detailed experimental results are
presented in Table I. The second set of experiments is used
TABLE I: The result size and the candidate set size and query time
of R-tree based method and Voronoi diagrams based method with
various sizes of data set
Data size Result size Traditional approach Our approach
Candidate number Time Candidate number Time
1E5 529.34 999.2 58.389 648.47 52.223
2E5 1071.84 1992.87 122.077 1240.76 100.022
3E5 1557.27 2998.52 172.546 1763.57 138.634
4E5 2100.29 3998.85 225.714 2337.58 163.775
5E5 2645.02 4990.78 280.255 2912.21 211.149
6E5 3245.19 5995.76 320.078 3537.68 242.718
7E5 3615.22 6997.33 364.631 3930.04 264.556
8E5 4156.46 7993.18 419.281 4494.21 292.487
9E5 4861.76 8998.72 460.117 5220.23 323.592
1E6 5335.23 9994.04 511.066 5710.64 351.086
to evaluate effect of query size on the performance of the area
query algorithm. The data size of this set is fixed at 1E5, and
the query size varies form 1% to 32%. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show
the time cost and the validation times of redundant candidate
at various query sizes respectively. As the query size changes
from 1% to 32%, the time cost and the number of candidates
saved by our method compared to the traditional one varies
respectively from 11.7% to 37.9% and from 35.1% to 44.9%.
The detailed experimental results are presented in Table II.
It can be seen from the above results that our area query
method is effective in avoiding redundant validation candidates
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Fig. 4: Time cost of area queries from data with various sizes
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Fig. 5: Times of redundant validations of area queries from data with
various sizes
TABLE II: The result size and the candidate set size and query time
of R-tree based method and Voronoi diagrams based method with
various sizes of queries
Query size Result size Traditional approach Our approach
Candidate number Time Candidate number Time
1% 529.34 999.2 60.44 648.47 53.34
2% 1055.87 1996.22 120.634 1222.76 88.705
4% 2115.12 3985.7 213.636 2350.06 162.051
8% 4228.77 7975.37 413.57 4562.14 290.46
16% 8452.97 15961.04 908.995 8924.16 517.05
32% 16916.88 31946.53 1737.119 17585.94 1078.718
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Fig. 6: Time cost of area queries with various query sizes
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Fig. 7: Times of redundant validations of area queries with various
query sizes
and reducing the time cost. Compared with the traditional
method, our method has a more significant advantage for large
data size and large query area. This is because the number of
redundant candidates verified by our method is proportional
to the boundary length of the query area, whereas the number
of redundant candidates verified by the traditional method is
determined by the area difference between the MBR of the
query area and the query area itself. In general, there are far
fewer redundant candidates verified by our methods than by
the traditional method. The more points in the query area, the
more significant our method advantage will be.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Based on our review of the traditional implementation of
area queries, we find the weaknesses. That is, faced with an
irregular query area, especially when the area of the query
area is much smaller than that of its MBR, the efficiency of
the traditional area query method is quite limited. In view
of this issue, we propose a method of iteratively generating
the candidate set based on Voronoi diagrams and apply it to
area queries. Because the candidate set is greatly reduced,
the proposed Voronoi diagrams based area query approach
performs less spatial calculation than the traditional one. In
consequence, the query efficiency of our approach is usually
significantly higher. Based on the R-tree index, our method
and the traditional method are implemented in Python. The
comparative experiments are conducted between these two
methods, and the experimental results show that our method
is more efficient, especially when the size of the database and
the size of the query area are large.
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